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How Metabolism Generates
Signals during Innate Immunity
and Inflammation*
Published, JBC Papers in Press, June 24, 2013, DOI 10.1074/jbc.R113.486464

Anne F. McGettrick1 and Luke A. J. O’Neill
From the School of Biochemistry and Immunology, Trinity Biomedical
Sciences Institute, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin 2, Ireland

The interplay between immunity, inflammation, and meta-
bolic changes is a growing field of research. Toll-like receptors
and NOD-like receptors are families of innate immune recep-
tors, and their role in the human immune response is well doc-
umented. Excitingnewevidence is emergingwith regard to their
role in the regulation of metabolism and the activation of
inflammatory pathways during the progression of metabolic
disorders such as type 2 diabetes and atherosclerosis. The pro-
inflammatory cytokine IL-1� appears to play a central role in
these disorders. There is also evidence that metabolites such as
NAD� (acting via deacetylases such as SIRT1 and SIRT2) and
succinate (which regulates hypoxia-inducible factor 1�) are sig-
nals that regulate innate immunity. In addition, the extracellu-
lar overproduction of metabolites such as uric acid and choles-
terol crystals acts as a signal sensed by NLRP3, leading to the
production of IL-1�. These observations cast new light on the
role of metabolism during host defense and inflammation.

The innate immune system acts as the first line of defense
against invading pathogens. Several families of receptors called
pattern recognition receptors (PRRs)2 recognize highly con-
served pathogen-associated molecular patterns as well as host-
derived danger signals called damage-associatedmolecular pat-
terns. These PRRs include the Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and
Nod-like receptors. Activation of these PRRs initiates down-
stream signaling pathways that culminate in phenotypic
changes in cell types such asmacrophages. Profound changes in
gene expression occur, leading to the production of a wide
range of host defense and inflammatory factors, most notably
cytokines such as IL-1�, TNF, and IL-6. One of the best
described TLRs is TLR4, which recognizes the Gram-negative
bacterial product LPS and initiates two signaling pathways: the
MyD88-dependent pathway, which leads to NF-�B activation
and regulates many inflammatory genes, and theMyD88-inde-
pendent pathway, which leads to IRF3 activation and regulates
the expression of genes, including those encoding type 1 inter-
ferons (1). A subset of Nod-like receptors, including NLRP3,
activate multiprotein complexes called inflammasomes, which

lead to the activation of caspase-1 and the cleavage of pro-IL-1�
and pro-IL-18 to their active form (2). These immune receptors
are associated with host defense against pathogens and in the
progression of inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid
arthritis and Crohn syndrome (3, 4).More recent evidence sug-
gests a role for these receptors in the progression of metabolic
disorders such as type 2 diabetes (T2D) and atherosclerosis (5).
Recent studies provide evidence that TLR4 and NLRP3 induce
metabolic changes in cells, with the levels of key metabolites
such as NAD� and succinate being altered (6, 7). Here, we dis-
cuss the possibility that these alterations act as signals required
for cellular activation, providing an important causalmolecular
link between metabolism and innate immunity. That metabo-
lism and innate immunity might be linked is perhaps not sur-
prising, as both involve exogenous “stressors” being sensed,
leading to maintenance of homeostasis. Recent studies have
revealed intriguing molecular associations between the two
processes, which could give rise to substantial new insights into
the pathogenesis of inflammatory diseases.

The Warburg Effect in Activated Macrophages

The production of proinflammatory cytokines and other
host defense proteins requires substantial energy consumption,
so it is unsurprising that cells activated via TLRs or NLRP3
undergo ametabolic shift. As long ago as 1986, Newsholme and
co-workers (8) demonstrated that activated macrophages have
increased hexokinase activity along with increased glucose-6-
phosphate dehydrogenase and 6-phosphogluconate dehydro-
genase activities, suggesting an increase in glycolysis and the
pentose phosphate pathway in these cells. Glycolysis is also
increased during phagocytosis (8). Otto Warburg first
described aerobic glycolysis in 1927 (9). Before Warburg’s
observation, glycolysis was described largely as an anaerobic
phenomenon that occurred when oxygen levels were low, lim-
iting the metabolism of pyruvate by the acid (TCA) cycle in the
mitochondria during oxidative phosphorylation. Warburg
demonstrated, however, that in tumors under normoxia, lac-
tate production from glycolysis dominates, a phenomenon that
became known as the “Warburg effect” (9).Warburgwent on to
conclude, however, in 1958 that this “cancer metabolism” did
not occur in leukocytes, his opinion being that the observation
of aerobic glycolysis in these cells was an artifact of preparation
(10). This proved to be an incorrect conclusion because we now
know that a switch in metabolism from oxidative phosphory-
lation to glycolysis occurs following activation of macrophages
and dendritic cells (DCs) by LPS (6, 11), in a similar manner to
theWarburg effect observed in tumor cells (9). A metabolomic
screen and microarray analysis in macrophages activated by
LPS have confirmed this switch from oxidative phosphoryla-
tion to glycolysis. Increases in the levels of intermediates in
glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway occur and clearly
correlate with changes in gene expression of the relevant
enzymes. Importantly, this switch in the metabolic state
directly impacts on the inflammatory state of the cell. Inhibi-
tion of glycolysis by 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) decreases the pro-
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duction of IL-1� in response to LPS stimulation but has no
effect on TNF� or IL-6 expression, although precisely how
2-DG inhibition of glycolysis achieves this effect is not wholly
known (6). A key question is what does this shift in glycolysis
mean for macrophage activation? It is likely that the increase in
glycolysis allows for a rapid increase in ATP production since,
although less productive in terms of ATP synthesis than the
TCA cycle, glycolysis can be strongly induced (12). This
increase in ATP is required for metabolic processes such as
biosynthesis but is also needed to maintain the mitochondrial
membrane potential, which falls in LPS-activated cells (13).
This allows the macrophages (or DCs) to remain alive and per-
sist during the host defense response. The increase in the pen-
tose phosphate pathway will allow for the production of inter-
mediates for biosynthesis, such as purines and pyrimidines.
However, the shift in metabolism has a more specific conse-
quence, which concerns alterations in TCA cycle intermediates
such as succinate and citrate. This also relates to “Warburg
metabolism” as it is currently understood.
Interestingly, anti-inflammatory M2 macrophages have

decreased glycolysis and utilize oxidative metabolism instead.
In adaptive immunity, T lymphocytes also exhibit different
metabolic profiles depending on their inflammatory states.
Proinflammatory TH17 cells are highly glycolytic, whereas anti-
inflammatory T cells such as regulatory T (Treg) cells are char-
acterized by oxidative metabolism. This suggests that a move-
ment toward high glycolysis is indicative of inflammatory cells,
whereas a shift toward oxidative phosphorylation is a hallmark
of anti-inflammatory cells. Inhibition of glycolysis by 2-DG
results in a switch from TH17 cells to Treg cells, suggesting that
the plasticity of T cells may be controlled by metabolic cues
(14). In addition, one reason for Warburg metabolism in Th1
cells is to sequester GAPDH from certain mRNAs, notably the
mRNA encoding IFN� (15). This releases the IFN� mRNA
from inhibition byGAPDHandprovides a compelling rationale
for the increase in glycolysis in Th1 cells. Finally, thememory T
cell population has oxidative phosphorylation as its major met-
abolic process but shifts to glycolysis on becoming effector T
cells (16). This once again suggests a close link between
immune and metabolic signals. The metabolic status of T cells
is comprehensively reviewed in Ref. 17.

Succinate as an Inflammatory Signal

Warburg had originally reported that mitochondrial metab-
olism was severely attenuated in tumors (9). More recently,
however, this has been reassessed, and it is now evident that
complex changes occur in TCA cycle intermediates in tumors,
including alterations in succinate and citrate, with citrate in
particular being withdrawn from the TCA cycle for lipid bio-
synthesis (18). Similarly in LPS-activated macrophages,
although there is an overall decrease in TCA cycle activity,
there is a marked increase in the TCA cycle intermediate suc-
cinate (6). This increase in succinate leads to the inhibition of
prolyl hydroxylases (PHDs). Succinate impedes PHDactivity by
product inhibition. It prevents the decarboxylation of �-keto-
glutarate (�-KG) to succinate, an essential co-reaction in the
hydroxylation of targets by PHDs. PHDs can no longer hydrox-
ylate hypoxia-inducible factor 1� (HIF1�), resulting in its sta-

bilization. HIF1� has been shown to bind directly to the IL-1�
promoter and is required for sustained IL-1� production. 2-DG
somehow depresses the increase in succinate, explaining the
selective inhibition of IL-1� induction by 2-DG. TNF�, which
lacks an HIF1�-binding site in its promoter, is unaffected (6).
The increase in succinate is from glutamine metabolism
through anaplerosis via �-KG and also via the so-called “GABA
shunt,” which converts glutamine to succinate via GABA (6).
The importance of these metabolic changes following LPS
stimulation was also examined in vivo. The administration of
2-DG prior to LPS treatment decreases the serum levels of
IL-1� in mice (6). Importantly, succinate therefore acts as a
signal in LPS-activated macrophages, leading to HIF1� activa-
tion under normoxia as shown in Fig. 1. LPS also leads to an
increase in succinylation, a post-translational modification in
which a succinyl group is added to a lysine residue of a protein.
Increased succinylation of several proteins was observed,
including malate dehydrogenase, GAPDH, glutamate carrier 1,
L-lactate dehydrogenase A chain, and transaldolase (6). The
consequence of succinylation of these proteins is not yet under-
stood, but it is likely to cause a conformational change that will
affect protein function.

Role of NAD�, Sirtuins, and AMP-dependent Protein
Kinase in Inflammation and NLRP3 Regulation

Another metabolic factor, NAD�, is proving to be of great
interest as a regulator of inflammation via the sirtuin deacety-
lases, which depend onNAD� for activity, giving us a link to the
NLRP3 inflammasome, a key regulator of the proinflammatory
cytokine IL-1� and also the nutrient sensor AMP-dependent
protein kinase (AMPK), which appears to be able to limit

FIGURE 1. Succinate is a signal generated in response to activation of
TLR4 by LPS, leading to HIF1� activation. Activation of TLR4 by LPS leads to
a profound change in metabolism, including increased glycolysis and the
pentose phosphate pathway (not shown). In addition, LPS alters the TCA cycle
such that there is an increase in succinate. This occurs via the alteration in
glutamine metabolism via both anaplerosis to �-KG and the GABA shunt.
Succinate then inhibits PHDs, increasing HIF1� and promoting the expres-
sion of IL-1� and other genes. The increase in succinate may also promote
protein succinylation, the consequences of which are not yet known.
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inflammation. A good example of this is the disease gout, which
is caused by elevated levels of uric acid in the blood, resulting
normally from a purine-rich diet. The uric acid crystallizes to
form monosodium urate crystals, which deposit in the joints.
Several studies have proposed a role for NLRP3 in the recogni-
tion of monosodium urate, resulting in the activation of IL-1�
(19). A recent study has revealed an intriguing link between
alteredmetabolism andNLRP3 activation in gout. Activation of
macrophages with agents such as uric acid will cause a decrease
in NAD� via mitochondrial damage, limiting the activity of the
NAD�-dependent deacetylase SIRT2 (7). A substrate for SIRT2
is acetylated tubulin, and the authors demonstrated that the
decrease in SIRT2 activity, occurring because of the decrease in
NAD�, allows acetylated tubulin to persist, promoting its
polymerization. TheNLRP3 inflammasome associates with the
tubulin cytoskeleton and localizes to the mitochondria, where
reactive oxygen species (ROS) lead to NLRP3 activation. These
data provide one explanation forwhy colchicinemight be effec-
tive in gout, as it destabilizes the tubulin cytoskeleton. In addi-
tion, however, these findings reveal the drop in NAD� (and
increase in NADH) to be another metabolic signal leading to
inflammation, in this case,NLRP3 activation, as shown in Fig. 2.

Because uric acid is an NLRP3 activator, the drop in NAD�

could occur downstream of NLRP3, setting up a positive feed-
back loop. It should be pointed out, however, that Joosten et al.
(20) saw no difference in NLRP3-deficient mice in response to
uric acid crystals, suggesting a role for an alternative inflam-
masome in the activation of IL-1�, which could still involve
tubulin. What is clear is that IL-1� inhibitors (e.g. the IL-1
receptor antagonist or the anti-IL-1� antibody canakinumab)
have proven very effective in treating gout, and a major trial is
under way testing IL-1� inhibition as an intervention to
decrease the risk of heart attack from atherosclerosis (21–23).
NLRP3 activation by extracellular metabolites has also been

implicated in several other diseases such as atherosclerosis.
Macrophages infiltrate atherosclerotic plaques and form foam
cells, generating multiple inflammatory mediators thought to
be pathogenic, notably IL-1� (24). The NLRP3 inflammasome
is activated in these macrophages during the development of
atherosclerotic plaques by LDLs that accumulate in the artery
walls and lead to the production of cholesterol crystals (24, 25).
The activation of TLRs (possibly by free fatty acids or oxidized
LDL) and NLRP3 leads to the production of active IL-1� (26).
IL-1� levels increase in the arterial plaques, and the levels of
IL-1� directly correlate with disease severity (27, 28). Patients
with a polymorphism in the IL-1 receptor antagonist, which
increases IL-1� production, have increased risk of developing
atherosclerosis (29). The role of NAD� and the sirtuins in the
development of atherosclerosis has yet to be investigated. Inter-
estingly, NAD(P)H oxidase is known to increase during the
development of atherosclerosis. This leads to increased pro-
duction of superoxide anions but would also result in increased
levels of NAD� (30).

NAD� levels also regulate another sirtuin, SIRT1, and mul-
tiple recent studies have shown that SIRT1 limits inflammation.
First, it promotes a switch fromglycolysis to fatty acid oxidation
(31) by repressing the expression of peroxisome proliferator-
activated receptor-�, a transcription factor that regulates sev-
eral genes involved in fat storage (32), and activating PGC-1�
(peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma coactiva-
tor 1�), a key transcription factor in mitochondrial biogenesis
that leads to increased oxidative metabolism (33). This could
contribute to a net anti-inflammatory effect via further
increases in NAD� and also via inhibition of NLRP3 activation,
which requires mitochondrial damage and ROS production
from mitochondria. SIRT1 directly impacts inflammation by
deacetylating and inactivating the p65 subunit of NF-�B, limit-
ing the expression of NF-�B-dependent proinflammatory
genes (34). A fall in NAD�, resulting in deceased activity of
SIRT1, will therefore promote NF-�B activation. Knockdown
experiments have indeed demonstrated an anti-inflammatory
role for SIRT1 in macrophages. SIRT1 knockdown leads to an
increase is several proinflammatory cytokines in response in
TNF, with the most dramatic effect being on IL-1� expression
(35). Also of note is the observation that SIRT1 is cleaved by
caspase-1 and this cleavage is most likely due to NLRP3 inflam-
masome activation (36). TLR4 activation has been shown to
induce nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase (NAMPT),
which synthesizesNAD�, thus activating SIRT1,which is prob-
ably part of a negative feedback loop (37). These studies there-

FIGURE 2. NAD�, AMPK, and SIRT1 as key inflammatory regulators.
Agents such as nigericin, ATP, and uric acid crystals lead to mitochondrial
damage, which in turn leads to a decrease in NAD�. This limits SIRT2 activity,
allowing acetylation of tubulin to persist, which in turn enhances NLRP3 activ-
ity by promoting the trafficking of NLRP3 to the mitochondria, enhancing its
activation. Because these agents are all NLRP3 activators, this could create a
positive feedback loop sustaining NLRP3 activation, leading to IL-1� produc-
tion. Caloric restriction has the opposite effect and leads to an increase in
NAD�. This leads to the activation of SIRT1, a deacetylase that will promote
mitochondrial biogenesis and function via PGC-1� and inhibit NF-�B via
deacetylation of the p65 subunit. Both of these events will have a net anti-
inflammatory effect, with the promotion of mitochondrial function, also
inhibiting NLRP3 activation. The increase in oxidative phosphorylation
(which appears to be anti-inflammatory probably via an increase in NAD�)
will restore the energy balance. Caloric restriction will also activate AMPK,
which can also promote mitochondrial biogenesis. There is evidence for
cross-talk between SIRT1 and AMPK. Finally, several anti-inflammatory
agents, notably methotrexate and salicylate, have been shown to activate
AMPK, as has the anti-T2D agent metformin. Metformin may mediate its
effects in T2D via this process because limiting inflammation in this way could
restore insulin sensitivity. MSU, monosodium urate.
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fore suggest a close link between the regulation of SIRT1 activ-
ity and inflammation.
There is also a link between the activation of SIRT1 and

AMPK. AMPK is a key regulator of energy metabolism and
glucose homeostasis. AMPK is activated following phosphory-
lation by LKB1 by a wide variety of stimuli, including caloric
restriction, cellular stress, exercise, and several hormones,
cytokines, and adipokines. AMPK restores energy balance by
promoting catabolic processes while inhibiting energy-con-
suming processes (38). AMPK therefore promotes oxidative
metabolism, which is associated with an anti-inflammatory
state, rather than the glycolytic state associated with inflamma-
tion or tumor progression. Several anti-inflammatory drugs
such as salicylate andmethotrexate have been shown to activate
AMPK (39, 40). Yuan et al. (41) demonstrated that the treat-
ment of obese mice with salicylate results in a significant
decrease in blood glucose levels, whereas clinical trials with
salsalate, a non-acetylated prodrug of salicylate, showed a
reduction in blood glucose levels in patients with T2D (42). In
obesity andT2D, the accumulation of saturated fatty acids such
as palmitate results in deactivation ofAMPK, and this decreases
autophagy and NO production and increases mitochondrial
dysfunction and mitochondrial ROS production (43). This
leads, in turn, to activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome. Acti-
vation of AMPK by salicylate can therefore overcome themito-
chondrial dysfunction associated with T2D, decreasing NLRP3
activation. The anti-diabetic agent metformin has also been
shown to activate AMPK (44), and thismay limit inflammation,
again impacting on T2D. LPS has been shown to decrease
AMPK activation, whereas activation of AMPK results in a
decrease in NF-�B activation and TNF� production in macro-
phages following stimulationwith inflammatory stimuli such as
LPS (45). Knockdown of AMPK enhances LPS-induced
IL-12p40 expression in DCs (11). AMPK-�1�/� mice are more
prone to severe experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis
in comparisonwith controls, whereas spleen cells isolated from
these mice secrete more IFN� and less IL-17 following antigen
stimulation. Interestingly, glycolysis is increased in T cells from
AMPK-�1�/� mice, but this increase in glycolysis is not suffi-
cient to promote bias toward CD4� proinflammatory T cells
(46), suggesting that enhanced glycolysis is necessary, but not
sufficient, to promote a proinflammatory bias. AMPK also
down-regulates HIF1�, as HIF1� expression is significantly up-
regulated in AMPK-deficient mouse embryonic fibroblasts
(47). All of this evidence points to a role for AMPK in the reg-
ulation of inflammation.
In relation to SIRT1, upon activation, SIRT1 results in

deacetylation of LKB1, promoting its movement into the cyto-
sol and its activation, leading to phosphorylation and activation
of AMPK (48). Knockdown of SIRT1 results in decreased
AMPK activation, and the AMPK activator resveratrol requires
the presence of SIRT1 and LKB1 for its inhibitory effects (49).
AMPKmay also activate SIRT1 in a positive feedback loop (50).
It is likely that NAD�, which increases upon caloric restriction,
most likely via decreased glycolysis and enhanced oxidative
phosphorylation from �-oxidation of stored fatty acids (51),
will, via SIRT1, lead to AMPK activation, thereby contributing
to a net anti-inflammatory effect. This is shown in Fig. 2.

Perspective

Recent studies strongly indicate that the metabolic state of
immune cells is critical to their function; proinflammatory cells
such as M1 macrophages, activated DCs, and TH17 cells are
more glycolytic, whereas anti-inflammatory cells such as Treg
cells and M2 macrophages have more oxidative phosphoryla-
tion. Why this shift occurs is not fully known because Treg cells
andM2macrophages are no less active in terms of gene expres-
sion that TH17 cells orM1macrophages. Again, this may relate
to the metabolic products of glycolysis and the TCA cycle hav-
ing different signaling roles. There is still much to learn about
the exact consequences of thesemetabolic alterations for cellu-
lar activity. However, the metabolites generated are likely not
simply consequences of catabolism or anabolism but instead
act as intracellular signals. The examples discussed here of suc-
cinate,HIF1�, NAD�, and sirtuins are part of a broader picture,
including other metabolites such as �-KG (which is used by up
to 33 enzymes (52), all of which modify chromatin) and butyr-
ate (which inhibits histone deacetylases), and epigenetic modi-
fications are likely to be a key consequence for these changes, as
already indicated in tumors (53). The importance of these met-
abolic signals in vivo is still being investigated, but several pieces
of evidence suggest that these metabolic signals play a central
role in inflammation. As mentioned above, the inhibition of
glycolysis by 2-DG decreases the levels of the proinflammatory
cytokine IL-1�, and the GABA inhibitor vigabatrin protects
mice in a sepsis model (6). Sirtuins are known to be involved in
prolonging the life span, and their anti-inflammatory effects are
likely to contribute to this increased life span. As the well
known physicist Richard Feynman once said, “There is a plea-
sure in recognising old things from a new viewpoint.” These
new insights into “old pathways” could give rise to a substantial
increase in our understanding of the pathogenesis of inflamma-
tory diseases, which might ultimately give rise to better
treatments.
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